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blaspheme was not restrained, as long as schools remained
at the mercy of the central power "; the same bishop, after
having solemnized the confirmation of the pretender's brother,
declared that France "slew her prophets and forgot her
traditions " ; the Archbishop of Cambrai spoke of " the need
for the trumpets to be heard along the whole of what was
soon to be the battle front"—and yet not a word of blame
was addressed to these salaried servants of the Republic. Not
content with denouncing the " atheistic " Republic, the Right
began to attack Protestantism, to demand the suppression of
the State faculties of Protestant theology and to denounce as
a national peril Protestant missions in Algeria and Madagascar
(March-April 1897). A few months later (October 1897)
M£line pooh-poohed the " clerical danger " and defended his
policy of " toleration," and a month after, having once more
denied the existence of any clerical danger, he made himself
immortal by declaring in the Chamber that " there was no
such thing as a Dreyfus case."
3.   " L'AFFAIRE DREYFUS ":  THE  MAIN   FACTS1
" Mon affaire est tres difficile a comprendre," said Dreyfus
1 Short sketches are to be found in Theodore Reinach's Histoire sommaire
del*Affaire Dreyfus, originally published in English in theJewish Enclycop&dia,
vol. iv., pp. 660-688, and in the essays of Charensol (1930) and Z^vaes
(1931). Debidour and Seignobos have also clear accounts in their respective
histories. Joseph Reinach's Histoire de rAffaire Dreyfus (7 vols.) was for
many years the full authoritative history on the pro-Dreyfus side; it has
now a worthy rival in Leblois' recent book, UAffaire Dreyfus, Plniquite, la
Reparation, les principaux Faits et les principaux Documents, which contains an
admirable summary of events and a full bibliography. On the hostile side
Dutrait-Crozon's Precis de FAffaire Dreyfus (new edition, 1924) remains
authoritative. Mr Bodley's article on France in the eleventh edition of the
Enclycopeedia Britannica forms an excellent summary. Dreyfus's own account
of the years 1894-1899 should be read (Five Tears of my Life, English version
by F. Mortimer). The atmosphere of the period is vividly reproduced in
Roger Martin du Gard's wonderful half-play, half-nov&,Jean Barois, and in
Anatole France's Histoire Contemporaine. The writings and speeches of Jaures
and Clemenceau for Dreyfus, and on the othe'r side those of Barres and Maurras,
are full of valuable information. There is a Dreyfus Bibliography, published
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